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phrases for introducing 
information

  North and South: watch an extract from a drama set 
in 19th century England

describe seven secrets about yourself write personal facts people don’t know 
about you
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exchanging opinions risk read an article about how 
much freedom children should 
be given

listen to people discussing whether children are 
over-protected

discuss personal choice and the role of  the state; 
learn to convince someone
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phrases for narrating a story   Little Dorrit: watch an extract from a drama based 
on a Charles Dickens novel

develop a plot and tell a story write a story
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8.1 History in a box 
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future in the past time expressions: at the dawn of, 
the outset, on the verge of, was 
about to, for the foreseeable future, 
in years to come; proverbs

rhythm and stress in 
proverbs

read an article about time 
capsules

choose objects to represent you in a ‘Museum of  
Me’

8.2 I remember … 
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ellipsis and substitution memories read a personal story listen to a radio programme about smells that evoke 
memories

talk about memories from a particular stage of  your 
life

write a personal story for a magazine; 
learn to improve descriptive writing
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discussing ideas collocations with time word stress in questions read tips for how to save time listen to people brainstorming ideas discuss ways to save time; learn to solicit more 
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8.4 Wonders of the 
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documentary about the history of  the universe
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choose sculptures to suit different clients’ needs

9.2 Feeling inspired 
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adverbials of  time, manner, 
frequency, probability and purpose

ideas read a review of  a television 
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listen to people talking about where they get their ideas ask and answer creative questions write a review of  an exhibition; learn to 
use a range of  vocabulary
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ranting and raving express yourself read an extract from a review 
website

listen to people ranting and raving rant or rave about a given topic; learn to use 
comment adverbials

9.4 Tate Modern is 10! 
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interest

  The Culture Show: Tate Modern is 10!: watch an 
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10.2 Dreams come true? 
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comparative structures ambition stress on modifiers; 
rhythm of  double 
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read a ‘for and against’ essay 
about celebrity culture

listen to an author reading from his memoir Teacher Man talk about the consequences of  sudden success; talk 
about dreams and ambitions

write a ‘for and against’ essay; learn to 
describe pros and cons

10.3 Making a plan 
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negotiating negotiation intonation for stalling 
for time

read tips for successful 
negotiations

listen to an expert talking about the stages of  a 
negotiation; learn to stall for time

negotiate a plan for a film festival

10.4 Wildest Dreams 
page 124

phrases for describing skills, 
qualifications and experience

  Wildest Dreams: watch an extract from a reality 
show about wildlife film-makers

talk about the skills and experience you have for 
your dream job

write an application for your dream job
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